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But that into the plan in Liu Zhang, is yizhou don't drive, zhang, song, word Yongnian. The life value pickaxe tip, nose
stiff teeth dew, the body short less than five chi, speech if the jade bell. Liu Zhang asked, "What advice do you have for
solving Zhang Lu's danger?" Song said, "A certain cao Cao, who was in the xu capital, swept through the central Plains.
Both Lu Bu and Yuan were destroyed. Then song went to Xudu and told cao Cao to take Hanzhong to zhang Lu. If Lu
was too busy resisting the enemy, how could he dare to peep into the middle of Shu?"

Liu Zhang was overjoyed to gather up the gold beads and brocade Qi for the offering, and sent Zhang Song as an
emissary. Song is a dark map of xichuan geographical collection, with the number of people riding, taking the road to
Xudu. Early someone reported into Jingzhou. Kongming then sent people into Xu to inquire about the news.

Zhang Song went to xudu Inn and stayed there. He went to the prime minister's house every day to meet Cao Cao.
Cao Cao was back from breaking his horse, hubris, daily feast, nothing less, the state and government were in the
prime minister's house to discuss. After waiting for three days, Zhang Song got his name. Right and left close aides to
bribe, but only introduced. As Cao Cao was sitting in the hall, Song worshiped, Cao cao asked, "Your Lord Liu Zhang
has not paid tribute for years. Why not?" Song said: "Because the road is difficult, thieves steal, can not get through." "I
swept away the central Plains," he said. "What thieves are there?" "Sun Quan in the south, Zhang Lu in the north, and
Liu Bei in the west," song replied. < / p > < p > cao See Zhang Song characters obscene, five points do not like; Hear
language to collide again, hence kiss sleeve but rise, turn into back hall. "You are on a mission," he said. "Why don't
you know how to be polite? Fortunately, the prime minister saw your face far away, not guilty. You must hurry back!"



Song laughed and said, "There are no fawning fawns in my province." Suddenly another man said, "You are not a
flatterer. Do I have a flatterer in me?"
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